
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

•Meet CVOA membership requirements

•Participate in a regional clinic and study 
sessions

•Keep contact information accurate in Arbiter

•Professional conduct on and off the court

•Participate in Area volleyball draw process (if 
applicable) 

•Respond to game assignments within 24 
hours of posting during the season and within 
72 hours of posting prior to the season

•Proper dress code

•Arrive 30 minutes prior to match start time

•Keep availability calender accurate

•Review travel limits

•Minimize declines and turnbacks to less than 
five (5) per season

•Apply for post season (if available)

Administrative

&

Availability

Colorado Volleyball Officials Association  

Official Administrative Information 

& 

Evaluation System 



     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1: R1 and R2 all level matches

2: R2 all level matches; R1 200 level matches

3: R2 all 200 level matches; R1 and R2 all 300 level matches

4: R2 only on 300 level games

5: High school line judge only, middle school official 

Want to 
increase your 

rating?

Notify your 
Area Director

Receive two 
evaluations as 
an R1 and two 
evaluations as 
an R2 from a 1 

level official

Submit 
evaluations to 
Area Directors



Name: ___________________________Site:_____________________Rater:____________________________ Date: __________ 

Match: __________________________ 1st Referee Rating (1-5): _________________2nd Referee Rating (1-5):_______________ 

(1 = Strong, 2 = Good, 3 = Sufficient, 4 = Needs Work, 5 = Unsatisfactory)  

1 2 3 4 5 1st Referee   1 2 3 4 5 2nd Referee  

     

Demeanor 
- Authoritative but not intimidating 
- Approachable by players & coaches 
- Sensitive to match environment 
- Professional – sharp uniform, on time, 
courteous 

    

  Demeanor 
- Authoritative but not intimidating 
- Approachable by players & coaches 
- Sensitive to match environment 
- Professional – sharp uniform, on time, 
courteous 

     

Teamwork 
- Allows other officials to do their job 
- Keeps line judges alert & “in the game” 
- Centers with R2 before each serve 

    

  Teamwork 
- Assists R1 with back row plays 
- Assists R1 when view is compromised 
- Makes eye contact with R1  

     

Mechanics 
- Signals clear, crisp, correct and held long 
enough 
- Whistle clear, sharp authoritative & 
varied by situation 
- Maintains even match tempo 

    

  Mechanics 
- Follow 1st referees signals 
- Whistle clear, sharp, authoritative 
- Contributes to an even match tempo 
(sub administration, lineup card, etc.)  
- Efficient transition & good positioning 

     

Poise 
- Confident & alert 
- Exercises control of match without                 
being overbearing 
- Has good reaction time 
- Follows fast net play 
- Overall court awareness 

    

  Responsiveness 
- Attentive to both benches 
- Quickly recognizes timeouts & subs 
- Communicates with coaches and 
captains without delaying game 
- Alert to other members of officiating     
crew 

     

Judgement 
- Uses consistent judgement 
- Uses same criteria for both teams 
- Judges all contacts using same criteria 
(setters/nonsetters, passers/blockers) 
- Does not make automatic ‘lift’ calls 
- Demonstrates decisiveness 

    

  Judgement 
- Calls net fouls & under the net – does 
not leave net early 
- Recognizes overlaps by receiving team 
- Calls or assists 1st referee with back 
row plays 

     

Management 
- Aware of overlaps and screens by 
serving team 
- Aware of Libero setting & hitting 
violations 
- Prepared for back row situations 
- Demonstrates good bench management 

    

  Technique 
- Focuses on defensive side of the net 
(does not follow the ball) 
- Checks receiving teams lineup on each 
serve 
-  Moves quickly to substitution zone for 
substitutions  

     

Other Decisions 
-Allows appropriate latitude on tips, dinks 
and blocks 
-Recognizes back row attackers & 
blockers 
-Assesses sanctions properly and fairly 
- Exercises common sense in unusual 
situations 

    

  Other Decisions 
- Controls entry of subs 
- Exercises common sense in unusual 
situations 
- Utilize lineup card as needed but does 
not focus on it 
- Demonstrates good bench 
management 

 


